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ONE OF KIINTUCKY'S
SETTER WEEKLY PAPERS

Jottings from - - -

Ja's
Notebook
It has been written that taxation without representation is injustice and oppression—It brought
about the American Revolution and gave birth to a
free and mighty nation.
Would you believe it if I told you that only 12
of the lowest paid railroad workers in the twin cities
will pay almost the same amount of money, via the
payroll tax plan, as does the giant industry they
work for.
Figure it out for yourself. I Twelve railroad
workers, making $118 a week, will pay $744 in taxes per year. The company they work for paid
$739.62 in taxes for 1967. This is based on the company's property assessment within the city limits,
which amounts to several hundred thousand dollars.
This is not to indicate that the railroad is not
paying its proportionate share of taxes according to
other local taxpayers.
It just means that the payroll tax recently levied
on wage-earners by the City of Fulton, Kentucky is
all out of proportion to the person's ability to pay
and that perhaps our property tax base needs a
sound review.
Thank you ole Cut-a-bush, whoever you are.
Maybe this is satirizing on Jimmy Durante's old
saying, "Goodnight Mrs. Calabash, wherever you
are," but it's the best way we can think of to show
gratitude for the person or persons who clipped the
bushes at the Highway 51 by-pass and the Union
City highway for better visibility of on-coming traffic at that busy intersection.
If only such quick action could be taken on that
suicide bridge at the "Y" maybe we can go through
the year without another traffic massacre out that
way.
I well remember when I was running for State
Representative three years ago a group of residents
in that area came to me and asked if I would promise to get the bridge straightened out if I were elected.
I told them, what I told many another such
campaign request: "I don't want to promise anything that I am not sure I can do, but I'll certainly
do my utmost to bring about enough safety measures to save some lives on that hazardous, unpredictible stretch of highway."
Well, another candidate, running at the same
time promised in no uncertain terms that the bridge
would be taken care of. The voters apparently liked
the promise because I lost the precinct.
But the bridge is still as hazardous and unpredictible as ever and a death trap if one was ever
conceived.
So thank you again, ole Cut-a-bush, whoever
you are!
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While on the subject of banks, etc. I don't want
another day to pass without saying in the best of
,community pride, that if a lot of other businesses in
Fulton were as "up-town" and clued to the times as
both of our banks are, this town would soon be as
big as Paducah.
Both bank buildings would do credit to any
large metropolitan area; their establishments of the
all-encompassing credit card system; City National's new TV-drive-in window; Fulton Bank's, handsome new structure; the spacious parking lots and
(Notebook Continued On Peg* Four)
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It Takes Work To Keep Brotherly Love

And hone aro some of the folks who put into praetie• "love they neighbor as thyself." Reading loft to right are Bill Wolfs of Providence, R. I., James Martin of
Hickman, the
project supervisor; high up on the ladder to making frirmds is Lynn Jaffe of Nem York; Cinday Luber and Lambe Ackerman, are shown mixing the ingredients that could make
for a cloaner, brighter and happier world.
(Other Photos on Pape 4)
by R. Paul Westpheling

Here's a sure fire way to fight poverty and make
friends. First you take eighteen eager teenagers (nine
boys and nine girls); then add a college girl, college boy
and a very earnest leader. Add a pinch of New York to
the group, and you've got it: the perfect working, enterprising group that is currently helping renovate some of
the more poverty stricken areas in Fulton, Hickman,
Carlisle and Ballard counties in Western Kentucky.
Each year the American Jewish
Society for Service (AJSS), an independent organization with headquarters in New York City, seoris
three groups of young volunteers to
arena which can best utilize their
talents.
One might get the impression
that finding people to work in .underveloped areas in the United
States at bard. The only thing herd
about finding these young people, is
trying to decide which of the several huodred applicants should be

accepted. These volunteers can
work for only one year in this program because of the surplus of volunteers. Alter they are selected for
the summer work, each volunteer
must pay his or her own way down
to the point where they will work,
and in addn, must pay twee.
hundred dollars to the AJSS for the
"privilege" of Waking.
The American :owlish Society for
Service sponsors three such groups
each summer, including the one

South Fulton Lowers
Tax Rate At Meeting
While the City of Fulton wrestles with new additional avenues for tax revenues, it's sister city across the
border in Tennessee announced at the, meeting of the
South Fulton City Commission that there will be no
property tax increase this year. In some instances tax
bills will be reduced.
According to an interpretation of
an ordinance read at the COMMIS- South Fulton City Commission held
meeting on Tieesclay night, its regular meeting.
A large crowd was present for
the taxes in many cases, appear to
the meeting.
be reduced.
In order in prevent any increase
Said the ordinance: " . . . all in property tax payments, a reducproperty Nadi be assessed on al tion in the tax rate will be necesvaluation basis of 15% of the actual sary in ratio to stepped-up assessvalue of said property" . . and ments. The South Fulton City Com"that the tax rate of $1.84 per mission approved the increased as$100.00 valuation is hereby assessed sessments as required by the state,
upon the valuation as hereinbefore plus a reduction in the tax rate in
set out instead of the tax rate of order to keep payments ot the pres$2.75 as heretofore been in effect." ent level.
Legislation approved in May,
South Fulton now setessee property at 10 per cent of .merket value 1967, calls for assessment rates of
and has a tax rate of $2.75 per all municipalities in Tennessee to
be 50 per cent of the market value
$100.
by Jan. 1, 1973.
The concern that tames would rise
Here is the ordinance:
stemmed from changes being made
in the tax structure in order to conAN
ORDINANCE TO INCREASE
form to state legislation approved
THE VALUATION AND TO LOWlast year.
ER THE TAX RATE
An explanation of the &antes
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE
was made Tuesday night when the
(Continued on Pao* Eight)
SRC'S

Time sure marches on in the path of progress.
Used to be when we would get a hank statement,
the only things we had to rassle with were the cancelled checks, the bank charges and the overdraft
notices.
Now, our bank statement is bulging with all
kinds of little transparent envelopes, deposit slips,
bank charges that the dear computer figures up all
by its little self.
... and still the overdrafts.
In times when we couldn't balance our bank
statement we were brave enough to call the bank
and insinuate that perhaps they made an error
(which they rarely ever did .. it was always our
error.)
Now the struggle to reconcile our books with
the bank statement is an exorcise in futility, for I
wouldn't tangle with that little, ole computer for
nothing, but nothing. I got a real laugh when I
talked with one of the bank's bookkeepers not too
long ago about the new system. She kept referring
to the computer this, and the computer that til I
gave up and said:
"Do you mind if I talk with the computer."
She laughed in her good-natured, pleasant way
and said: "Jo, they're so accurate and so magnetic
sometimes I think they're going to talk back to us."

Oc

presently in this area. One group
is in Montana working for Cheyenne
Indians and the other is in Utah,
working for the Ute Indians. Fulton, and this area, is indeed fortunate in having been selected as
one of their target projects this
sommer.
Why Fuiton? Last year one of
,these groups in Lilbourne, Missouri
did such a good job that Mike Shapiro, the head of the Community
Action branch of the 0E0 in Clinton, asked them to work in this
area.
If, by now, you are wondering
what these volunteers do and what
they ere so enthused about, the answer is temple.
The best way to fight poverty,
according to Jules Hirsch, the leader of dais group, is wkh a lot of
hard wort. This group performs
tto social work, just menial labor,
such as painting churches, and
fixing whatever needs to be fixed.
All materials used are furnished by

Public Hearing
Planned Friday
For 0E0 Effort
In 1967, by the largest favorable
vote in 0E0's history, the Congress
reaffirmed its commitments to the
role of Community Action in the
War on Poverty. At the same time
the Congress significantly modified
the ways in which Community Action Agency's are to be formed and
operated. The overall effect of
these changes is to require greater
involvement of state and local officials while at the same time insisting on meaningful participation
by the poor.
In order to aid the local public
officials in determing the sentiment
of the community as to the effectiveness of the Community Action
Program, public hearings are to be
held in each county of each Community Action Agency. Any citizen
of the county is free to come and
testify as to their opinion on the
Community Attion Program. All
those in support of the program, or
in opposition to it are invited to
come and make their feelings
heard.
Signed written statements are
also invited. The County Fiscal
Court, along with the County Judge
will be holding these open public
hearings. The hearing in Fulton
County will be at the Court House
in Hickman city on July 12 at 1:30
P. M.

the people in the community where
the work is to be done. According
to Mr. Hirsch, the purpose of these
work camps is "to provide the incentive that these People need in
order to do the work themselves."
I talked to Bill Wolfe, 16, one of
the volunteers, and asked him why
he wanted to help with this program. He told me, "I like doing
this kind of work, I like Kentucky."
Bill is from Providence, Rhode
Lynn Jaffe, 17, from Philadelphia, told me "I enjoy working kke
this, although I have never tried
it before." That's enthusiasm.
These workers are from 16 to 18
years old and are living, during
their seven week work stay in this
area, in a very old house in Clinton, Ky. When I asked Jules
Hirsch how these workers would
travel around, he replied that they
would either be riding in an old bus
or in an open truck. These kids

myrilim
-

don't seem to mind the inconvenience, however, since most of them
live around New York, riding in an
open truck is quite a novelly.
This group from New York is under very expert guidance. The success of these volunteers could net
have materialized without the help
of James Martin, of Hickman, who
is leading the group while they arc
in West Kentucky. Other quite valuable men are Freeman Provine
and Fred Davis, both of Mayfield,
who work with similar groups in
that city.
All people in this area are urged
to give their help in any way to
these enterprising young people.
Donations may be sent to: American Jewish Society for Service,
Room 1518, 120 Broadway, New
York, New York, 10006.
After all, these people came all
the way from New York City to
help us, so the least we, who won't
have to travel any farther than the
mail-box, can help them.

Jasper Vowell's Home
Course Eludes Victory
by R. Paul Westpholing
The Fulton Country club has seen
the emergence of many fine golfers
in it's long history, hut in 1945,
when a young man of 19 stepped
up to the tee and hit his first golf
ball down the number one fairway,
who would have thought that young
man, newly out of the service,
would become one of the finest
golfers that Fulton and this area
has ever seen. That young man was
Jasper Vowell.
Twenty-three years and many
tournaments later, Jasper is now a
very predigous and a very refined
golfer. In fact, many consider Jasper a professional in his own
rights, aittimigh he has never played on any pro tours.
Last week-end, Jasper once again
proved that he is a great golfer.
With 110 golfers entered in the
South Highland Invitational tournament in Mayfield, Jasper Vowell
emerged as the conquering victor
with scores of 70-67.
If he is so good, then why can't
he win the Ken-Teen tourney held
at his own country club? I asked
this of Jasper and be told me: "I
wanted to win this tournament so
badly, I cmaldn't concentrate on
anything else." Although Jasper
has never won this tournament,

don't think that he hasn't had his
share of glory in by-gone days.
He has won the Country Club
tournament held at the end of the
season for Fulton members, "several" times. In 1966, he captured
the honors at the Union City invitational tourney. Back when golf
was a luxury few could afford, and
there were only three tournaments
in this area, Jasper was there. He
came in third in the Strawberry
Festival Tournament, and has placed in the West Tennessee tournament and the Irvin Cobb tournament on several occasions.
With his wife, Betty Jean and
their two children, Kirk and Vicki,
the Vowell family resides on Henderson Drive North in Fulton.
In fact, his wife and their son
are both very good golfers. Betty
Jean is one of the top women golfers in Fulton and Kirk 17, following in his father's footsteps, is becoming one of this area's most
promising young getters.
Maybe next year, Jasper, Connie
Connell won't show up, and then
you can finally win that tournament that means so much to you—
the Ken-Tenn.
Photo on Page Eight
Other Photos On Inside Pages

John Sherman Cooper Makes Appeal For Rockefeller Support
Senator Cooper today urged support for the nomination of Governor
Nelson A. Rockefeller as Republican candidate for President.
In his prepared statement Senator Cooper pointed out that "the
Republican organization and Ms
delegates owe an obligation lb its
party membership and to the country ttot to foreclose an open convention at Miami. Its primary obligation is not to any candidate at
this critical time but to give the
delegates and the party full opportunity, to consider and to select
the candidate who can manage the
problems of our countrY—ditforetit
and more difficult than ever before."
"I believe," said Senator Cooper,
"that a maim* of our patty andta
majority of the American people
believe that Governor Rockefeller

is best qualified for this task. We as a State Representative, County
owe it to our parley and all the and Circuit Judge.
American people to select as our
Here is Senator Cooper's statenominee the canesdate who can
best govern and load the country." ment:
Senator Cooper first announced
his sulthort for Govereor Rockefeller beginning in tate 1967. The
Kentucky Senator is serving his
18th year in the Senate, having been
elected five times in seven races
since 1946, twice for unexpired
terms of two years each, for an unexpired term of five yeers, and in
1960 and 1966 for fdi six-year
terms. In the Presidential year
1960 and in 1966, Senator Cooper
received majorities of 199,000 and
217,000 votes, the largest in Kentucky for any candidate of either
party for State or Federal office.
Before 1946, he served in Kentucky

The Republican organization and
its delegates owe en obligation to
Its party membership and to the
country not to foreclose an open
convention at Miami. Its primary
obligatien is not to any candidate
at this critical time, but to give the
delegates and the party full opportunity to consider and to select the
candidate who can manage the
probleme of our country- -different
and more difficult than ever before.
It owes no debt to anyone; its duty
is to the Mire of America.

next Republican President must be
able to deal effectively with the
country's preblems—born domestic
and foreign. Governor Rockefeller
is the only candidate of either party
with executive experience. His
proven success in New York—a
State larger than most nations, arid
with problems paralleling those of
the entice nation—is in the Eisenhower tradition marked by fiscal
responsibility, progress and humaneness.

. Ahmed, Vietnam remains our
chid concern, but other issues of
foreign policy loom up. Governor
Rockefeller is eat locked iniby old
Vietnam policies of escalation, by
rash statements or easy sehrtions.
His wide experience in foreign affaits connuanch confidence and
Flat, everyone knows that the gives OW country a greater sour-

ance of judgment in the conduct of
foreign policy.
A new and absolutely critical
questthn seises in considering the
selection of our nominee. Who will
assure the lawful and orderly proms', of our country and secure
the eopgidence and cooperation of
the differing and sometimes alienated elements of our people? 'Ibis
quality of the next President requires firmness, understanding and
the !support and participation of all
our people.
I believe a majority of our party
and a majority of the American
people bdieve that Governor Rockefeller it best qualified for this
task. We owe it to our assay and all
Its, American people to ivied as
our nominee the candidele sib,can
best gravern and lead the country.
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EDITCUIAILI
THIC FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Thursday, July 11, 1968

iDours CORNER

PAUL and JOHANNA M. WISTPHELING
&Mara and Publishers

"were it left to me to decide whether we should have a government without
newspapers, or newspapers without a government, I should not hesitate to prefer
—THOMAS JEFFERSON
the latter."

ONE SMALL BOY

From the sky above we take some blue,
Sprinkle with sunlight's golden hue;

The Sound Principles On Which This Nation
Was Founded Are Old Fashioned; We Are Sick
(Editor's Note: If you've wondered
from time to time whether the citizens
who work in this vast Federal bureaucracy in Washington are as seemingly
oblivious to what's happening to America, you may be as pleasantly surprised
as we were by the following editorial
which was printed the other day in the
Interior Department Recreation Association News, a publication for employees of that department.)

Stir very gently and with loving care,
Add a small boy with tousled hair.

and protectively audit their education;
that we must strive constantly to improve our studies, vocations and personal property only to lose it to increased taxes and living costs; and that
we must continually support and maintain as well as condone the conduct of
those unwilling and uncooperative to
share and work in an environment that
half the world would be envious to
have, much less take.

Only History To Determine Value Of
Poor People's March To Washington
Resurrection City has been unresurrected. A barren, grassless, hardpacked dirt plain is now left beside the
Reflecting Pool where once stood the
fiasco-ridden focal point of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference's
Poor People's March on Washington.
painThe end was well-coordinated,
still
less and, to the extent the word
nonviolent.
days,
these
obtains
March leader Rev. Ralph Aberto
nathy led about 200 of his followers
Capitol Hill, with less than 100 remainplying behind in the A-frame and the
of
foot
the
at
wood shanty-town
Capitol
Lincoln Memorial. At the
deroutinely
was
group
Abernathy's
then
nied entrance to the grounds,
ceremoniously, gently and exhaustingly arrested one by one.
Meanwhile, back at the camp,
Washington police methodically movthose
ed through the city, arresting beginand
remain
to
who had chosen
Peoning the dismantling of the Poor
AlIPOCIOISN
A member of the Kontindry Press
class podem paid at Pviton, Ky. 4041
Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton the
first of which was founded In 1811e.
The Year
Published Ivory Thursday
at 209 Commercial Ave. Ptriten, Ky. 42641
&Nand -

a

Vetad one of Kentucky's "Berne All Around"
Weekly Papers.
Address all m—air(subscriptions, change of address. Forms 3879) to Post Office Box 3107 Fulton,
Kentucky, 42041.
Fulton,
Subscription Rates: $1.011 war yoar in
and
Olsten
and
Ky.,
Counties,
Hickman, Graves
throughout
Weak* Counties, Tenn. Elsewhere
the United States $4.60 per year.
Kentucky Subscribers must add 3% Salsa Tax.

pies' temporary homes. Next day the
bulldozers and government workers
appeared to complete the decline and
fall of Resurrection City.
It was apparent to almost everyone that the end of the city's brief saga
had been carefully worked out between march officials and D. C. police.
There were, however, a few local hotheads who did not get the message and
threatened a repeat of Washington's
April "civil disorders." Unlike the
April situation, however, D. C. police
and National Guardsmen moved quickly, with force and tear gas, to break up
unruly gatherings and hostile crowds.
A few bricks were thrown and some
windows broken, but otherwise all was
quiet.
While Resurrection City has expired and temporary calm now soothes
Washington residents, more demonstrations are still in the offing. The
Rev. Ralph Abernathy, now in jail and
supposedly "fasting," apparently does
not know when to quit and promises to
turn on the heat once he is sprung loose
again.
Only history will ever be able to
determine whether or not the demonstration solved any problems, or created confusion to the one that already
existed.
GRASSROOTS OPIONION
CHESTERTOWN, MD., NEWS:
"Our front office gal says a computer
can get more work done faster than a
human because it doesn't have to stop
to answer the phone."

COMMUNITY ACTION OFFICE
Dear Paul and Johanna:
Enclosed you'll find a copy of
Use May issue of Rural Opportuni0E0.
ties, e magazine pubibbed by
This magazine is didnixibed nationally to ell Community Action
Programs, as well as to most public
agencies in the nation.
On page 5 there is an article
about T. V. High School in our
area. This si the first time such a
program was offered in a "'ore/
area such as ours.
I thought you might be intermitted
in the article.
Best regards.

IPM

en
ad
ter

Sincerely,

Dress him in our blue and gold

Michaely L. Shapiro

And a better citizen we begin to mold;

Here's the article:

With a Law and a Promise and a Bobcat pin,
The adventure of Scouting will begin.

CAAs' Paducah Station Bring
TV His School to Rural Areas
Six CAM in four states and a
television station have joined forme
to bring a Wet *Mad' digionlit
within math of the population of a
25-county rural area. WP'SD in Paducah, Kentucky, is broadcasting a
aeries of 60 half-hour taped television ketone which lead to a General Education Development can&
cate, accepted in lieu of. tagli
school diploma by moot employes*.

The trail is long, but filled with fun

We are tired of working toward
our future and our children's future
against those who think only of today
and of self, laying waste to this great
nation, its resources, its ideals. We are
tired of labels—"neurotic" if you differentiate between right and wrong—
"dogmatic" for idealism or religious
concept—"rights" as a license for intellectual and physical terrorism to
subvert constitutional law.

THIS IS A TIME of discontent.
A time of not remembering what we
are grateful for—but what we are ungrateful for. A time of sick humor, sick
standards, sick people. The abnormal
has been accepted as the norm. Old
fashioned are responsibility, patriotism, loyalty, tolerance, love of fellow
men. Indeed, even decent reserve in
life to family and one's private and
public conduct has been forgotten. We
The malignancy in the world and
are negative. We are ugly. We are unNation today comes not from
our
in
clean.
God being dead, but from mankind's
Our religious sanctuaries have slow death from suffocation in the conbeen used for psychedelic orgies. Our ditions he alone has created.
Humanity spitting upon itself and
public streets for murder, terror and
on it. Man so passive to his eninchoking
campuses,
college
destruction. Our
stitutes of learning, used for the mind- vironment—is he already dead? Withdeless roars of reactionaries. Our lawful out law and its observance, societyy to
responsibilit
Without
itself.
stroys
excriminals
way of life set aside and
destroyhalted during riots and "marches." himself and his world, man is
or
dignity
soul,
without
so
we
Are
ed.
ridiculed
ourselves
Our country and
longer "One
and hated for giving away that which integrity that this is no
liberty and
we have earned by the sweat of our nation, under God, with
all."
for
justice
to
give
to
brow, which we go without
others. Our Constitution and ideals
We alone must vindicate the great
twisted for use to permit crime, pornowe are doing to ourselves. Uniwrong
graphy and hate to excel.
fied, we must use our initiative and inof our
We are tired in this land of abund- genuity to validate the trust
our
Regain
Nation.
our
in
forebears
that
reach;
beyond
ance of food prices
our world
we must teach our children fear for self-respect and, hopefully,
pendulum in the
their safety; that we must censor our trust, by swinging the
direction.
right
he
direction—t
other
films
and
family's literature, television

Letters of Interest

To be enjoyed by all, not just one.
Let his motto guide us well "Do your best" for who can tell?

This boy we've dressed in blue and gold,
May lead our nation when we are old.
So guide him wisely to believe
It's right to build, to serve, to achieve.
—Cubmaster William C. Roe
Kansas City, Mo.

In one of the CAM, the
slime River Area Develentleset
Council of Kentucky, Modlidg
elude * mother who euplamills her
13 children; a lather of SS diddren;
the wife of a namber of the Doted
of Education; a Mired heed pallet; end many others. The megrim
has received the boa acceptance
of any offered by the CAA, according to Dkector Michael Shapiro.
CAA-monsored study ceders are
mooned by volunteers who help the
students with materiel they do not
(Connoted on POO severs/

drivers, Bergeson is the sounding
THOSE
WONDERFUL OLD
board fox their many gripes and, AUTOMOBILES by Ployd Clymer.
with peewit and camera poised,
F1JLTON'S
Here is the colorful and needle:le
notes down their views of the sport
and tin various pieces of equip- story—over five hundred etrotoment that are a part of their Wee gosphs, did ads, songs, jokes, facts
No hot and enthusiast can Mired to and figures—of the twentrone piopa., tip thie book. It ME become neer automobile companies which
By Brenda Rewien
one of the roost treastand items its alerted making one-aod two-cyder
'Os boggles around the turn of
499
Perhaps one of the most bathed BOOK by Griffith Elorgeson. Fol- his library.
on tin teenage lowing the success of Arco'. origi- THE COMPLETE BOOK OF the century and are eta in business
about subjects lg
CARS ant HOT- nal Hot Rod Handbook by Louis HOT RODDING by Robert E. and going strong Indey. David
boys these dam
RODS. Mere are some books at Hochman, it became dearly ap- Petersen. Are you a newcomer to Buick, Henry Ford, (herbal W.
the Fukon Library that wonici be parait that a more comprehaseive this excising sport? Or an old tend Nash, Ransom E. Okh, James
of interest to anyone who likes care companion book was neceesery. So with gasoline is your blood. In Ward Packard, The Studebaker mad
Griff Borgesat was asked to write either case, THE COMPLETE Use Dodge brothers—theft giants of
and hotrods.
THE GREAT CARS by Ralph THE NEW HOT ROD HANDBOOK, BOOK OF HOT RODDING is an Use early auto era, their unfuldillStein. "Great cars," writes Ralph stressing the latest information important book for you to read, re- table early oars, their one-room
read and refer to.
factories and crude assembly dreg
Si,"have one thing in common: needed by rockier..
Here, for example, is the low- are the heroes of Floyd Obriser's
That hot rodding has become the
they ell feel alive Wheal you drive
them." This vitality, excitement, popular sport It is today, is in no down co re-engineering your ear latest big book. 12de book will
and Alvaro are at the heart of smell measure due to Grief Barge- into "hot ken" . . ea giving a prove fascinating, filled with enterthis book. Ralph Stein has here son's outstanding reportage of the added power, speed end perform- taining memories for Use middlenu:towed the wide world of auto- many speed events throushout the ance. Here is how to apply Weber aged end smother sespriede for
mobiles to the twenty-five greatest nation. One of the earliest entrails horsepower and torque ... how to do Pant Plod Clymer ima lived
marquee ever built: Alfa, Bugatti, at the start of the speed trials on choose your ha* chasten if you close to the automobile en lile life
Menses:1w Rolis, Val,Invicta, the Salt, Griff is unsidly do lest to are building from wretch .. . how and hes watched at that hand
leave Bonneville, long after the to locate elusive trouble spots end main of the industry's most excitMercer, Hispano-Suirs,
ing developments. He hes the comberg, Ferrari, Lancheater, Tahbd- final engine roar has drifted across "bugs."
From bask theory to advanced plete story of these remising early
Lago, Simples, MG, Lancia, Aston the flab. .R is then, when the
Martin Deka, Stutz, Fraser Nash, neximnics are tearing span the big tecimaques, all your questions are maim a glory that spade a period
Jaguar Lincoln, Isotte-Frafthini, mills to find the cruse of that answered by the expete—the Waft, of some Ihkty-five yam, from
Cord, Packard, and Bagley. Skin wive failure, when drivaii ere Jet- tethrecal advieers and authorita- 180541130; who bulk them, where,
hae caught the unique essence of ting their hair down, that Griff gets tive contributors to HOT ROD end when; who rode and raced in
their appeal to eye and ear—and the "inekie" stuff on what'll wrong MAGAZINE . . . men who have them; what they looked the and
Tom Burnside has pregerved it in with certain pitons, fuel minures, devoted entire careers So Use ad- how they perfornsal. It is also 00.
etc. A Weaselfriend of most vancement of Ameeica's fastest oil with meqy interesting pictures
•
unique photographs.
end historical data.
THE NEW HOT ROD HAND- of the top medial** afti lacing growing wort.
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son; Civic Welfare - Rob Fowlkes; Sick - Henry Bethel;
Publicity - Bob Harris; County Welfare - S. A. McDade;
Basketball - Slayden Douthitt,
Mrs. Harry Murphy was hostess to the Woman's
Magazine Club on Thursday, July 1, at her home west
of town. A delectable luncheon was served to eight
members and one guest, Miss Maude Morris of LouisJuly 9, 1948
ville. Following the luncheon, the chairman, Mrs. J. D.
White, presided over the business section. Mrs. Sue
The eight-room brick residence in the Country Club Schoe was elected president for the coming year.
Courts area, formerly occupied by Dr. Sidney G. Dyer,
J. C. Wiggins has returned from Nashville, where
has been purchased by the First Baptist Church of Fulton as a parsonage, church officials announced today. he attended a manager's meeting of the National Stores.
The residence is a handsome, newly-built structure diMr. and Mrs. J. D. Hales and little daughter, Carorectly across the street from the Country Club. Rev. and
Mrs. James G. Heisner and their family have already linda, of Jonesboro, Ark., visited their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Hales and Mr. and Mrs. Joe Beadles, last
moved in.
week.
Four prominent Fulton County club women attendPilot Oak: Mrs. Frank Morris purchased a new
ed an all-day meeting of the District Federation Homemakers at Cadiz on Wednesday. The women, all county dining room suite recently.
Mrs. Emma Grissom and Mr. and Mrs. Albert Caldhomemaker committee chairmen, are as follows: Mrs.
H. G. Butler, publicity chairman; Mrs. W. H. Harrison, well attended the reunion at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Hickman, county vice-president; Mrs. John Verhine, Bernard Houston in Fulton Monday, in honor of Mrs.
representing Mrs. John Thompson as citizenship chair- Houston's family, the Caldwells.
man, and Mrs. Percy Veach as reading chairman.
Palestine: Mr. and Mrs. Robert Chambers arrived
The appointment of a hand-shaking committee is an Sunday afternoon to spend part of their vacation with
indication of the friendliness of the folks in South Ful- Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Pewitt and Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
ton and is among one of the committees appointed by Nugent.
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Caldwell and Mr. and Mrs. TomSenator Charles Fields, newly elected president of the
South Fulton Booster Club. Milton Counce is chairman mie Stokes and family attended a family reunion at the,
of this committee. Other committee chairmen appointed home of Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Houston on Bates Street
are: Entertainment - Elvis Babb; Finance - Jones Dicker- Monday evening.
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SOCIETY - WOMAN'S INTEREST
Busy Lorene Harding Devotes
Her Efforts To Youth Program
by Cathy Hyland
Mrs. Lorene Harding, a wellknown civic leader in the Fulton
area, has accepted another important petition. Mrs. Handing haw been
appointed Fulton County representative for die Kentucky Youth Conference on Juvenile Delinquency.
Mrs. Harding has always taken
an active part in the civic affairs
of her community. She is immediate pant president of the Business
and Professional Women's Club
and is cutieely serving as Chairnran of the Civic Participation
Committee. She also represents
B&PW en the Liteenational Banana
Festival Board, and serves on the
Executive Board of die Retail
Merchants' Association. She is a
members of the Board of Directors
of the Municipal Housing Commission and * also a member of the
Twin alias Development Association.
Mrs. Harding and her sister, Mrs.
Gerbilles* Bolin, have operated
Gardner% Studio for eight years.
They assumed the responsibility of
Gardner's Studio after their father,
who had operated the studio for 55
yews, died. She h a member of the
Fin* Methodist Church, where she
sings in the choir.
As Fulton County representative
for the Youth Conference, she is
responsible for filling the quota
number of delegates from Fulton
County. She has found three civic
organizations, the Rotary Club, the
Lions Club and the B&PW Club,
which will sponsor delegates. These
clubs will select a boy or girl from
the juniors and seniors at Fulton
High. There will possiby be a delegate from Hickman. The organization which sponsors the delegate
will pay all expense except transportation.
•
Former Attorney General Robert
Matthews, president of the foundation which sponsors the annual
conference, urged local civic
clubs, churches, school organizations, and businesses to cooperate

The News Reports,

SCATTERED PATTER
About People and Things

with these representatives by span,
soring young people between the
ages of 15 and 18 to the Conference.
The Conference has received high
praise fram government officials
and has attracted national interest.
J. Edgar Hoover said, "Such programs as you have prepared in
your state ere absolutely essential . ." Tbe Christian Science
Monitor praised the program, saying, "Kentucky is mobilizing its
teeneagers for an attack on juvenile
crime."
The goals of the Kentucky Youth
Conference on Juvenile Delinquency
are:
1. To involve entire communities
in dealing with the problem of
juvenile crime.
2. To help young people develop
definite plans of action for dealing
with this problem in their own communities . . this is more than a
citizenship awareneas conference.
3. Generally, to get young people and, through them, adults to
think about crime in a new way - a
way that makes its existence and
need for attention everybody's
problem

Your diarist doesn't get around much these day:
where things are really happening, but last week-end a
short visit to the Country Club during the Ken-Tenntournament brought to light a rather important suggestion to the hard-working folks in the Banana Festival organization.
It is the fact that if the KenTenn tourney could be held during
the Festival each year, there would
be the biggest home-coming of kith
and kin that this town has ever
seen.

with the trip. The folks travelled all
along many fast and some isolated
highways without nary a discouraging incident.

They got to Union City on the last
We wouldn't dare attempt to lap of the pleasant journey and
It was a most happy occasion last Friday night at the lovely horn, of Miss Gertrude Murphey when she en- mention all of the visitors who were hit by another vehicle that
tertained for Mr. and Mrs. Ray Andrus who were married recently. Shown here enjoying refreshments came to enjoy their vacations and caused considerable damage to the
the tournament, but it suffices to car and an unpleasant memory to
are Bob Binford, Mrs. Binford, Mrs. Andrus, the former Lillian Cate, Mr. Anck-us, Miss Murphey, Jerry
say it was sizeable.
jar the happiness of the vacation.
Atkins. Other guests were Mr. and Mrs. Paul Wine:Owl lag and Or, and Mrs. Ward Busher/. A dinner party at
We did see Matt and Jane DeBoor
The Derby Cale followed the cocktail hour.
Photo by Elmer Stewart
of Lexington and their two fine
Mayor Gilbert Deldyer is off toyoungsters little Matt and little
Irene. The family left CC Monday, day (Thursday) for a visit to RusAgriculture. If the container has but young lady DeBoor stayed to sia with other members of Kenlost its Label—dispose of in And travel to Norfolk with her grand- tucly's Meat Processors and Disdon't save or reuse empty pesti- mother Mrs. Bob White to add her tributors. Gilbert took along a lot
cide containers. A basic rule in welcome to her brand new cousin. of Banana Festival literature to
pesticide safety is to read and fol- The Bud Whites are the proud par- distribute along his travel route.
low directions and precautions on ents of a fine son born a couple of it's hard for a lot of Americans to
the container label. Do it each time weeks ago, so you know there will understand our Banana Festival
you use a pesticide; don't rely on be penning, and aaahing a-plenty.
in Kentucky. It's no telling how the
your memory. Always remember
Russians will take the news.
When you're on a trip and find also important in the kitchen to that many
pesticides can be harmwrinkles in your favorite shirt or make food preparation easier and ful to people—and
pets—around the
dress try hanging it in a hot, more enjoyable.
Speaking of the Banana Festival
home and garden, If, they are not
Mrs. Virginia Austin has become
Good lighting throughout the handled,
steamy shower This will often reapplied, and stored with as we were, we should all be proud
move the wrinkles and leave the home offers these important ad- care and caution. Safe storage
of
the fact that the Kentucky a member of the S. 0. G. (Silly
is
Old Grandmothers) Club and will
garment a fresh presised look. vantages:
particularly important to avoid Chamber of Commerce rates our
soon be carrying pictures with her
—Adds new beauty, convenience, accidents involving
Spots on clothing are often troubleyoung children. annual event as one of the topcomfort and flexibility.
some, too. If you get a spot on
most in the State, and perhaps the to show. Warrant Officer Candidate
—Mrs. Maxine Griffin
and Mrs. David Austin are the par—Lessens eye fatigue for sewing,
your clothes while eating, first try
Nation.
ents of a daughter, Stacey Gean,
studying and recreation.
plain cold water — or shake some
executive
secretary
John
Lewis,
born at 10:30 p. m., July 6th, in a
salt on the stain; cave or the other
—Helps prevent accidents in the
Are convenience foods a good
home.
is likely to remove the spot.
buy? You must consider many of the Ky C of C, wen has been a hospital at Fort Hunter. Savannah,
—Mrs. Barletta Wrather
— Mrs. Catherine C. Thompson
things in answering this question Festival visitor reported that if Georgia. The mother is the former
for your family. The convenience Louisville fulfills its plans to have Miss Carolyn Riddle of Melbourne,
Basic rules of safety. Any pesti- foods save the time of cleaning, a World's Fair in 1974 that some Ky.
Whether yours is a dining mom
or dining area, you need friendly cide—insecticide, herbicide, fungi- squeezing, peeling, mixing, and of the state's most significant
warm lighting to enhance the at- cide, etc.—left over from last year sometimes even cooking. As to events will be included on the
mosphere .. . to make food look its should be carefully disposed of ac- their cost, compare that and the itinerary of the millions of people
Guests in the Bill Holland home
Mrs. Harding
appetizing best. Planned lighting is cording to the U. S. Department of cost of preparing an equal amount who will visit the State. First men- this week are their son, Joe, his
of a similar product at home. You tioned as a giant tourist attraction wife and children from Detroit.
will find that some convenience was Fultores Banana Festival.
foods cost about the same or less Only three or four others were
SCORES ARE HIGHER
that similar foods prepared at menrtioned . . . and you know there
The Twin Cities Youth, Inc., bar
are a whale of a lot of Festivals in becue supper will be held tomorrov
home.
Ratings based on national testthis Kentucky.
—Miss Patricia Everett
(Friday)
night in the city park
ing scores show that new students
Serving will begin at 5:30 p. in
admitted to the University of KenTickets may be purchased fron
tucky have higher scholastic abiliGood furniture
manufacturers
The News takes pleasure in wishThe Arrington family, Carl and any baseball or softball player.
ties than those at 50 comparable
employ high-paid designers. They Ruthene, Linda and Mary have just
ing "Happy Birthday" to the folinstitutions.
study friends in architecture and
lowing friends:
returned from a Texas-style vacaMrs. Anna Belle Edwards, Miss
The W. S. C. S. of the South Ful- opinions of decorators to get intion with all kinds of interesting
Members of the Kentucky AssoJuly 12: Debbie Frields, Bradley
Gertrude Murphy, Mrs. Clarice ton United Methodist Church en- spiration for new "lines". A line
activities enjoyed. They took in the ciation of Licensed Practical NurTate; July 13: Randy Adams, Billie
SUMMER ORIENTATION
TInape and Mrs. Agnes Tamer joyed a delicious pot-luck supper is a style in furniture; a single line
Hemis-Fair
in
San
Antonio
and
ses, District 17, met in the Fulton
Joe Forrest; July 14: Helen Allen,
were hostesses to the Business and at the City Park on Monday night, will be made up in such items as
visited with some of their favor- City Park on July 9, for their anA summer orientation and early Professional Women's Club meet- July 8.
Carmen Rudolph;
tablet, chests, chairs, couches, ite people . .. their kin folks.
nual
picnic. Fourteen members and
classification program is conducted jag, which was preceded by a potMrs. Marjorie Walker and Mrs. cabinets and bedroom suits, etc. A
July 15: Melvin Sturgis; July 16: for freshman aepticants to the Unione visitor attended.
luck supper Tuesday night, July 2, Grace Griffin, of Union City, were manufacturer has to have many
An interesting and sentimental
Milburn Collier, Mrs. Brooks Hen- versity of Kentucky who have been held in the dining room of the First hostesses. Special guests were the different lines to satisfy a wide pant of the trip was the visit to
The next meeting will be the first
demon, Rose Sisk; July 17: Mrs. accepted to the fall semester. It Christian Church.
families of the members of the consumer demand. These may or Longview Texas where Mary's Tuesday in September, the time
usually is conducted during July.
John Henson, Jr., Rose Wilson.
In the absence of the president Women's Society and other church may not be of equal quality.
side of the family (the Townsende and place to be announced at a
Mae. Ramelle Pigue, Miss Anna members and their families.
—Mrs. Juanita Amonett
from the Hickman area) held a later date.
Lou Caldwell, first vice president,
Those enjoying the fellowship toreunion. There were 24 peofamily
''vows, Thursday, July 11, 1968 presided.
Page 3 Fulton Count,
gether were: Rev. and Mrs. Glen
ple in attendance from five artates,
4-H
Entomology.
We
are
con- and it's the first time such a large
HAPHAZARD
Miss Pat Holladay, of South Ful- Kesterson and Doris, Cincia Green
ton, whom the club sponsored to of Benton, Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Mc- stantly at war with the insects and number of the relatives had ever
Moe:
You
certainly hammer nails
especially
at
this
season
of
the
year.
Gillis' State, was a special guest Kelvey, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Kirby
gathered together. The reuanon was
and made a very interesting report and Karen, Mr. mid Mrs. Phil Right now 4-H members who are held at the ,home of Almond Town- like lightning.
Blow: You mean I'm really fast?
on her experiences at Tennessee Parker, Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Jet- enrolled in the entomology project send's daughter, who lives in LongMoe: No, you seldom strike twice
Girls' State.
ton and Gary, Mr. and Mrs. J. D. can find plenty of bugs for a nice view. Almond lives in Louisiana,
In
the same place.
The Club voted to sponsor a girl Parham, Mrs. A. J. Wright, Mrs. collection. Special care should be one of the states represented with
from Kentucky to the Kentucky C. D. Jones, Mrs. Alma Jackson, taken On use proper methods of Tennessee, Illinois, Kentucky and
The Old Spottswood House in
Youth Conference on Juvenile De- Mrs. Elsie Provow, Men Lillie capturing, killing and mounting in- of course Texas as the others.
Glasgow is said to have been delinquency, to be held in Louisvillle Tarver, Mrs Elizabeth Coplen, sects. Club members and leaders
Funny thing happened connected signed by George Washington.
on August 9-10-11. Doris Bolin, dau- Mrs. Harry Barbee, Janice Renee should become familiar with maghter of Mrs. Carbilene Bolin, was and Ctnis, Mrs. Leary Carrot, Clint terial in the entomology project
selected to attend.
and Camille, Darlene Waddell of book.
—Mrs. Dean Roper
Other guests at the meeting were Booneville, Miss., Steve Walker,
Mrs. Harold Hollad'ay and Miss David Newton, Man. Walker and
Donis Breaton.
Mrs. Griffin.
Do you know when you have e
been successful in management? What are some evidences of sun
ceseful management? (1) Do
each member of the family under
stand the basic problems such as
how to get along with each other,
satisfy needs for food, clothing,
shelter, etc? (2) Family members
have an opportunity to take part
in decisions—be able to make adjustments when
decisions are
made? (3) Does every member of
the family have reeponsibilines as
well as privileges? (4) Do family
members contribute to the family
to the extent of his ability without
demanding some undue sacrifice of
others? (5) Do memberts have a
chance to
make independent
choices and to be responsible for
the results? These are some ways
we might check how well we manage.
—Miss Irma Hamilton

Happy Birthday

Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. McMorris of 206 Francis Lane, Fulton are
shown with one of the actors in the internationally acclaimed outdoor
drams,"The Book of Job." The performers are made up to look like living mosaics. "The Book of Job", which was featured at two World's
Fairs, is presented nightly, except Sundays, through August 31st.

Coffee Cup Chatter

B&PW Club
Hears Report
On Girls' State

South Fulton
WSCS Has Fun
At Pot Luck

Nothing brings happiness Ilk* that enjoyed when a child receives that
coveted sheepskin from a university. Mr. and Mrs. Joe Weeks make
their pride well known in this photo as they congratulated their daughter Bonnie on the occasion of her graduation from the University of
Tennessee at Martin. Bonnie was an honor student during her college
years. She was valedictorian when she graduated from South Fulton
High School,

Should vegetables be cooked in
covered pare to retain vitamins?
Covering the pan helps to retain
some of the vitamins by making it
possible to cook vegetables in only
a little water. The percentage of
water-soluble vitamins dissolved in
the cooling liquid is less when a
small amount Of wenn is used than
when a large amount is used.
—Miss Frances Hanes

Among those attending open house at Holiday Inn Sunday were Wayne
McClure and family of Fulton. Left to right, his sister and niece, Mrs,
Donna Poe and Darla, of Clinton; his wife and son, Mary and Mark; Ms
mother, Mrs. Bannon McClure, and Wayne.
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NOTEBOOK—
'From Page One)
(Continued
the efficient staffs make over-drawing a real privilege.
And you'd better believe that such progress is
paying off. According to the respective bank statements, both banks have the largest deposits ever, a
statistic that was not made possible by us, that's for
sure.
A community is often judged by the calibre of
its banking institutions. Both banks are pace-setters
in the march towards progress and they urge you to
be too.
If you don't believe it, just talk to them about
your expansion plans, they're ready to help.
(Note to M. R. Jeffress and L. M. McBride:
Does this soft-sell make the interest rate a little
bit lower?)
Community spirit reminds me also to mention
the very attractive envelopes that the Citizen's
Bank, The Hickman Courier and other Hickman,
Ky. business firms use for their mailings. The backside contains a map showing the location of Hickman in an eight-state area and then lists all the industrial advantages of locating in that city.
With such wide-spread business dealings as
many Hickman firms enjoy, somebody is going to
latch on to this information and come running to
the Mississippi River port for some advantageous
industrial growth.
We congratulate our neighboring Fulton County city.
After all these years of planning such an expedition, Paul and I finally spent a week-end at Pea
Ridge, our little tree farm in the suburbs of Water
Valley and Pilot Oak, where live some of the finest
folks in the world.
I must say, in all candor, that it was an exhilirating experience, and as restful and relaxing as
any safari we have taken in a very, very long time.
It is easy to understand why Paul often says
that if we ever wanted to give him a truly, worthwhile gift he would prefer nothing more than a
week-long stay at Pea Ridge, a quiet, little retreat
away from telephones, traffic and the human race,
that is near enough to town for convenience and
isolated enough to enjoy all the quietude of nature,
hungry rabbits and all.
Saturday night the children (R. Paul, Mary Jo

and Mike) and Annabelle Edwards and Lillian
Blagg, and the two of us enjoyed a cook-oyt on the
log porch of the rustic dwelling we have improvised
out there. The moon was shining brightly, and
serenely through a huge, very, very old oak tree,
that over-hangs the porch as we ate our supper. The
warbling of whippoorwills, the cacophony of the
chimney sweeps, and the wails of stray dogs over
the ridges in the pine trees somewhere, reminded
me all the world of a spot in the Shenondoah Valley
where Paul andzI spent a few days, years ago, that
was heralded as the garden spot of vacationing citydwellers. Pea Ridge beats that resort by a Kentucky
mile, or two.
We have had the farm for about seven years
now.In spite of all the "invitations" I have received
from Paul to go out there to "get away from it all,"
I found myself looking forward to the sojourn since
I have finally gotten the lawn of Westwood looking
just exactly like I want it to look.
From what I was able to see, Paul has spent a
good many productive days out there. He has mowed a pathway into the densest regions of the farm
where the sumac, mimosa and silver-leaf maple
trees combine with the honey-suckle vines for an
atmosphere of beautiful trails and campsites.
As a matter of fact, he has cleared away an
area, atop a ridge,for Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts to
fulfill even the most rigid requirements of outdoor
study and living.
Riding the range in Paul's sturdy little jeep is
a real adventure. Just before supper Saturday night
he took as many of us who could climb aboard on a
moon-light -truise-in the near-by wooded areas.
Sunday morning, before a man-sized breakfast, and
in the brilliant sunlight, we took another drive to
the back 40, which prompted Lillian Blagg to vow
that it was the most hazardous ride she had ever
taken.
Which it wasn't really. It's just that Lillian
was fearful that snakes would jump into the jeep
when it slowed up a bit. Paul assured her that it
wasn't a likely happening, although it was hard to
convince a long-time city dweller that such was not
true.
Pea Ridge is so near the city, and actually so
far from the daily hustle and bustle, it looks much
like it's going to see a lot of me... and you're invited too!

Mr:

Shown hero are Lin Lisberger and Jerry Wintrob of Rhode Island who seem to be happy in their work. Janke
Epstein (in foreground) and Joan Zoref of New York City smile while they work . .. and If the finished lob
(Story On Page One)
Is as lovely as they are, the job Is complete.

Soil Conservation District Plans bine,
T

151) wheatlaineestrWhatebebialdiarcr:
double cropping of soybeans RA-

Wheat vAth tiller4713e
" Farming System lewteg
No-til
our Of"
platter
Dentis Colson, conservation egroThe Futon County Soil Conserva- paration, (4) Mrs. J. P. DeMyer
tion District will sponsor a conser- farm-contour drip sinffing, mkt- nimist of the U. S. soil cotwervavation tour Thursday, July 18th. mum tillage of coin M wheat ton Service and speclakst will
I-highlighting the tour will be stops sprayed with herbicide and soy-be present to discuss the systems
at farms using the "minimum" or
"no-itil" system of growing corn
and soybeans.
The until system has caused
widespread intereet in Fulton County and surrounding area. Those attending will be able to examine notil planting under a variety of conThe tour will datt from the Fulton City Park at 1:30 p. m. and
end about 3 hours later at the farm
of James E. White lithe Delta just
wed of Hickman.
11e Conservation District supervisors urge all persons to make
pleas to attend. Business men,
merchants, houeewives, students
and others as well as 6wmars are
cordially invited. Chides E.
Wright, chairman, says
hen is
le everybody's business and we
bone to have attendence from all
walks of life."
Five dope are planned: (1) Robert 'Thompson farm-ix) til corn
planted in stubble from last year's
corn crop, 30" row., (2) John P.
Wilson farm no til acen planted in
soybeansmall grain mulah, (3)
Chaska Roberts farm - contour
strip mopping, no til plaiting of
own in feacoe sod, soybeans plaited in wheat straw no seedbed pre-
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'THE NEW DAIRY QUEEN'
ONE OF THE FINEST DRIVE-IN RESTAURANTS IN THE UNITED STATES
Located at 602 Broadway, Next to the Travelers Inn Motel
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Mrs. Myrtle Kelly
Funeral services for Mrs. Myrtle
Kelly were held Sunday, July 7, in
Hopkins and Brown Funeral Home
diapel at Clinton, with Rev. Herville Petty and Rev. Ora Peck officiating. Burial was in Oakwood
Cemetery.
Mre. Kelly, 78, of Oaletrin, died
Friday nicht, July 5, in the FuNori
Hospital.
Surviving are one son,Pete Kelly
of Oaktion; three adeliens, Male. Lena
Jackson of Crutchfield, Mee. Noble
Melton of Dukedom, end Mm.
Charles Evans of Matti% three
bnithens, Frank Stroud of Fulton,
Clad Stroud of Crultddield end
Deane Stroud of Beats 1, Mtge;
Ave grandchildren arid six great-

THE COMMUNICATIONS CENTER of City National Bank's FlOW
"TV Orivit-in" services gets. final inspection by its installer before operations began her. Tuesday morning. The above unit is
one of two such units new operating; City National has left room
for • third when necessary. Above unit contains a TV camera and
screen, microphone and speaker, and penumatic tube chute.

Mrs. Opal Cloar
Mrs. Opal Clow died suddenly at
her home in the Latham community lain Wednesday, July 3, Co/lowing a heart attack.
MM. Clear, 58, was a beautician,
and was the widow of Lexie Clow.
111 aervices NVOT• held SunF11•01,
day, July 11, in the Carer)
,Baptist Clem& in Latham. Budd was
In Plessiant View Cemetery, in
charge of Anderson Funeral Heine.
Surviving are four brodure, Leroy Jones of Dresden, Neal Joust
of Union City, Ezell Jones of Chicago and Arvil Jane* of Detroit.

Another "Deduct" From Salary
Check Is Ten Per Cent Higher
The Internal Revenue Service
today announced that July 14 is the
effective date for withholding rates
to reflect the new 10 percent surcharge on individual income tax,
under provisions of the law signed
by the President on June M.
Wages paid on and after July 14,
1968, are subject to the increased

Ira Dixon
Funeral eervicee far Ira Dixon
were held on Monday, Jidy 8, in
Whitnel Funeral Home, wth Rev.
George Cornea and Rev. A. G. Kesterson officiating. Burial was in
Fairview Cemetery.
Mr. Dixon, 78, died Sunday
morning, July 7, in the Futon
Hospital.
He was boon in Wealthy County,
Tem.,the son of the Laile G. W.sod
Leona Frances Dunlap Dixon. He
Was a retired Illinois Central oar
inspector and a termer.
Surviving are Its wife, Ova Aileen Dixon; one eon, ndred Dixon
of Fulton; one broihor, L B. Dbron
of Route 3, Marlin, and nine grandchildren. One son, Charles E.
Dixon, ;receded him in death on
May 28, 1908.

Mrs. Lula S.Prenett

MEANWHILE, BACK IN THE BANK, Bonnie (Mrs. Fred) Asbell
sits in front of the "communications center" console with cameras
trained on both the perking lot and the drive-in bay. As a car
comes within range the camera gives her a view of me driver;
she exchanges voice messages with the customer, operates the
pneumatic tube system which conveys money, checks or papers
back and forth between her desk and the customer's car.

Here's the way you see the unit when you drive up In your auto.
ABSTINENCE OR ELSE
"So you attribute your longevity
to aibetinence from alcohol?" inquired the inquiring reporter.
And the centenarian admitted,
REGISTER NOW for 011r 48
wife would have killed
weeks' STENOGRAPHIC COURSE "Yee, any
had touched a drop."
- SPEEDWRMNG Sborthan d, me if I
typewriting, statistical typewriting,
English, &pelting, Sting, office maKNOWS HIS BUSINESS
DitelMbone),
chines (including
First Pickpocket: "Why are you
antametioo office practice, general
office practice, personality develop- reading a fashion paper, Bill?"
Second Pickpocket: "Well, if we
meat, clerical and civil service, accounting. Bruce Business Inelitmte, are to do well in our prefemion,
308 Poplar, Matin, Ikon. Tele- we mud know Where pockets are
worn."
phone 5117-4911.

Funeral services were held Sunday &tension, Ally 7, for Mrs.
Lula S. Preuett in liornbeek Funeral Home dispel, with Rev.
George Cornei officiating. Burial
was in Fairview Cemetery.
Mrs. Preuett, 89, died in Haws
Memorial Nursing Home on Friday, July 5, whets gibe had been for
22 months.
She was born in Fulton County,
the daughter of Worley and Rebecca Inman William*. Her husband, Walter P. Preyed, preceded
her in death in January 1950. She
was a member of the Methodist
Church.
Surviving are two daughters,
Mrs. K. P. Dalton, Sr., of Fulton
and Mrs. Cliff Johnson of Water
Valley; one son, Hughey Primed of
Detroit; one sister, Mrs. Clara
William. of Water Willey; five
grentichikiren, eight great-grandchildren and one great-great-grandchild.

Charles H. Stafford
Charles Hughes Stafford died
Sunday, July 7, In Hillview Hospital, following an illness of four
days, alter suffering a stroke a/ his
home in inghlands.
Funeral services were held Wednesday, July 10, in Rumba* Funeral Home chapel, with Rev. Gerald Stow, pastor of the South Fulton
Baptist Church, officiating. Burial
will be in Pisgah Cemetery, near
Latham.
Mr. Stafford, 51, was bom in
Weakley County, Tenn., the son of
the kite Rebut and Suckle Reeks
Stafford. He was a World War II
Veteran, having served in the
Unites! States Navy, end was a
member of the Fatten City Police
force.
He ia survived by Its we, Ma.
Virginia Moore Stafford of Fulton;
one daughter, Mrs. Linda Reynolds
of Detroit, mai one enter of Chicago.

CLASSIITED ADS

FIRST CUSTOMER of City National's TV Drive-In banking as it
opened Tuesday at 9:00 a. m. was Joe Campbell of Cayce, accompanied by Fred Asbell.
Federal income tax to he withheld
from wages. Alternative formula
tables anti wage bracket percentage tables incorporating the new
10 percent surcharge—IRS Publication 403—will be available at IRS
district offices about the middle of
July.
IRS sal: the alternative methods
tables give he same result as the
percentage method tables in the
new Employer's Tax Guide.

To assist in making the changeover to the new rates, a new edition of the Employer's Trix Guide
(Circular E) was recently mailed
In all employers.
Employers with payrou systems
KY. AIM
Employers may also construct
using computers, or certain bookThe University of Kentucky once
keeping end accounting machines, their own tables and formulas so
may find it desirable to use alter- long as the resulting amounts of was known as the Kentucky Agrinative medulla of calculating die withholding are the same as pre- culture and Mechanical College.

To all retail business in the Fulton Area

EXPECT AN
IMPORTANT
VISIT FROM

Don't be surprised
done ofyour
eg ors In' stalls
n.
your new
telephone.

CITY NATIONAL
BANK
Within the next few weeks, a City National
Bank Representative will call on you with full
details on our new BANKAMERICARD (r)
Charge Account Plan.
Developed after years of intensive research,
B•rskAmericard has been carefully tested from
coast to coast ... even internationally.
The BANKAMERICARD Charge Account
Plan will soon be introduced by City National
Bank to our area's retailers. Before long, it
will be in full operation and Twin Cities' area
2 million
1
consumers will join the. more than 6/
BANKAMERICARD cardholders.
Watch for your City National Bank BANKAMERICARD Representative. What he has to
hill you is vitally Important—the best business
news you've heard in years .. . from the Big
Onel

It could happen. Because here in Kentucky
the people who work at the phone company are your
neighbors. The same people you meet at the grocery
store, at church, and run into at the movies. That's the
way it is in cities all over our state because South Central
, Bell is one of the biggest employers in Kentucky.

BANKAMERICARD

We like being here. Nice people. Nice state. Great
, place to live and work. We feel right at home in

azaut cafre

Kentucky... because we are.

WTHOMUD SIONATURIS

C

CCE

N

219 123 1+5b 189
(C) BankAmerica Service Corporation 1968.
(R) Servicemarks owned by BankAmerica Service Corporation.

Milton B.Collins
Milton Byrn Collins died Monday,
July 8, in the Southwestern TB
Ramitel in Tampa, Pb., following
an extended illness.
Funned isardoes were had Tam
day, July 9, in the °homemaker Tonoral Home cbapd in Clearwater,
Fla., with burial there.
Mr. Wilma was the eon of Mrs.
C. R. COMM aid the isle C. R.
Collide of Fulton.
In addition In bit mother, he is
survived by two detain,lina Sarah
of Aden and Mrs. (Sera
C. Shirley of Phoenix, Aria.,Ind
one brother, Canna 011ins of
Clearwater.

scribed in the Employer's Tax
Guide.
Also authorized by IRS is any
method producing a withholding
amount which falls between that
shown on the two official tables
or comes within 15 cents of the tax
for a weekly payroll period. A proportionately greater leeway is allowed for longer payroll periods.
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Correspondents Are Good Reporters
les!trisiTnTriviabr•at
CORRECTION-We are making
a correction on the data announced
hat week for Bible School at Good
SprinaL'Me date is Monday morning at 8:45, July 15. Any child deairing to attend and needing transportation please contact Mm. Larry Watkins aid arrangements will
be made. MI children throughout
the community are lotted to attend.
CPW met at Good Springs July
3, with six women and our pastor,
Rev. allover, present. Mtn. Terry
Bethel led the Bible study from the
Gospel of John. Mrs. Roy Bruce
presented the monthly program,
"The Revolting Studenes." In the
absence of both the preside* and
the vice president, Mrs. Bethel
conducted the business steaks.
Next meeting will be August 1 at
the church. Our presbyterial visitor, Mrs. Norvell Haciden, of McKenzie, will be present and we hope
a number of the women will be
present.
Mrs. Sarah Bell French returned
home from the hospital 'Friday.
Heory Poff was taken to Veterans H,oepital in Memphis, but returned to Fulton Hospital.
Janet, June and Cindy Carlton
spent the past week with their
Aunt, Mrs. Terry Bethel, and family. Their home is in Hollywood,
Fla., but they are with their grandmother in Union City for the summer.
Mrs. Lewis Cole has not been
feeling as well as usual this past
week.

S. P. MOORE alt CO.
140 broedway, South Fulton
Phone 4794164
-Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
-Vinyl and T110
-Downs and McGee Carpeting
-Upholstering, Modern &
Antique
-Viking Kitchen Carman*
-Jim Martin Paints

•PEWS

5111ATION

Byleen Merles Lein
Mrs. Jervis Pierce led Surriay
morning for her home in Corvallis,
Oregon, after several weeks visit
with relatives here.
Lester and Morris Blakemore,
from Detroit, visited Mr.lod Mrs.
John Smith, also Mr. sad Mrs.
Thomas Fortner of Princeton, Ky.,
visited the Smiths last Wednesday;
oho Mts. Mozelle Terry of St.
Petersburg, Fla., and Mm. Mildred
Freeman of Fulton were Wednesday afternoon guests.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob DeMyer's last
Friday dinner guests were Mrs.
Raymond Lowery of Dalton, Ky.,
Mrs. J. D. Harris and eon, Mike, of
Chelsea, Mich., Wayne Brown and
sons, David and Allen, of Lansing,
Mich., and Riley Smith of Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Adams, of
Martin, spent Sunday with this
writer, Mrs. Amy Lowe.
John Smith had the misfortune to
get a bad cut on one finger, which
required three stitches, but he is
getting along fine since the accident.
Weil L. Matthews, of Dukedom,
brother of Witt and Jack Matthews,
was able to be brought out here one
day recently. Ile was in the Fulton Hospital several weeks, and is
slowly improving.
Several from here enjoyed the
Hastings reunion in the park Saturday night.
Mrs. Jack Lowe is slowing improving at her home, after ten
days spent in Hillview Hospital.

INJUN FIGHT
The Battle of Blue Licks was the
Last major engagement against the
Indians on Kentucky soil. The site
is Blue Licks Battlefield, now established as a state park and
shrine, near Mt. Olivet. A pioneer
museum is maintained at the park.

HIGH ON JEFFERSON DAVIS
The Jefferson Davis Monument
at Fairview, Ky., is on a 22-acre
plot and rises 351 feet. An elevator
inside the monument takes visitors
is the top.

It's so nice to have

SPEAS VINEGARS
around the house
II11

FR

. Vinegar booklet, with
EE• over 60 ways to use
vinegar in cooking and cleaning. Includes several wonderful pickle recipes and vinegar
tips you probably didn't know.
Write: SPEAS COMPANY, 2400
Nicholson Ave., Kansas City,
Missouri 64120.

SPEAS VINEGAR
• Cider • Distilled

Learn the
secrets of
beer cookery

Send in this
coupon for our
pamphlet of free
recipes on cooking with beer.

Find out how to make
delicious everyday dishes
with beer-such as beer
meat loaf, beer chicken,
beer sausages and beer
cake. And then there are
such gourmet treats as
rarebits and Carbonnades
Flamandes.
Beer cookery is as
traditional as yesterday...
as modern as tomorrow.
Beer adds a real flavor treat.

•PILOT OAK
Mrs. 0. F. Taylor

We are stet having cool nights
for July, a sbower of rain would be
nice on gardais.
Mr. end Mrs. B. G. Lowry and
grandson, Kris, of Pilot Oak, Mr.
and Mrs. John Newell, Jr., Mr.
and Mts. Gilbert Ladd and Mark
and Mr. and Mrs. Ladd of near
Clinton, Mr. and Mrs. Larry Gossum and soo of Sedalia, and Mrs.
m•ry Nei Gossum and Bobby of
Tampa, Pb., visited in the Bernal
Lowry home recently.
Mrs. Maggie Pankey spent Tuesday with her sister, Mrs. Ammie
Seay, of near Water Valley.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Scott and daughters, of Lone Oak, called on Mrs.
Scott's mother, Mrs. Taylor, one
afternoon last week. Mrs. Yates
and Mrs. Floyd were also guests.
Mrs. Ruth Crittenden has re
turned to her home here, alter
visiting a week with her son and
wife, Rev. and Mrs. Nerman Crittenden, of Covington, Tenn.
Mrs. Revel Moody and her aunt,
Mrs. Pankey, visited Mrs. Dockery
Webb, in the home of her daughter,
Mrs. Norman Goodwill, Wednesday.
Mrs. Mary Nell Gossum started
for her home in Tampa, Fla., Mon.
day of last week, after a week's
visit with relatives in the Pilot Oak
vicinity.
CAYCE NEWS
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Vincent and • AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Miss Clarice Bondurant
By Mrs. Carey Fridge
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Lowry were
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
hire. B. H. Lowry.
Mrs. Name Boyette of TiptenRev. Russell Rogers filled his
Mr. and Mrs. James Eilegood of regular arppointmere at New Salem ville, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Johnson of
Arlington, Mrs. Jim Ellegood and Baptist Church the past Sunday at Fulton E. E. Kilned and Cecil and
sons of Louisville, and Mrs. 0. F. 11 a. m. and ale, at die evening George Taylor were last Sunday
Taylor of Pilot (Ink spent Thurs- service, held following B. T. U. It dinner guests of Mrs. E. W.(day with Mr. and Mrs. Trenton was announced that on next Sunday nick of near Crutchfield.
Rickman of Route 2, Dukedom.
night, July 14, singing will be held
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Parker and
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Williarnis, of at the usual time. The Joe Davis
daughter, of Nashville, were SatDetroit, are vacationing in Ken- Quartet, of Hodges Chapel, will be
urday guests of Mr. and Mrs. A.
tucky at this time. They called on featured on the program. Singers Simpson.
the Vodie Floyds for a while one from other areas will take part,
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Taylor and
afternoon last week.
too. Rev. Rodgers and the members son Larry, of
Detroit, spent last
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Forrester invite everyone to attend.
week with Mrs Lurline Cruee and
of Crutchfield and Mr. and Mrs.
Rev. T. T. Harris arrived the Mrs. Lurhne Lusk.
Calvin Yates were guests of Mr.
past week from Orlando, Fla.,
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Cruce, of Miand Mrs. B. H. Lowry recently.
where he has spent the past several lan, spent the Fourth of
July with
Mr. and Mrs. Euwin Rowland,
nionths with his daughter, Mrs. Mrs. Mary Cruce.
Mrs. Charles Dublin,Pam, Richard
Naomi Tuck, end son Richard. He
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Keithly Cruce and
and Larry of Pilot Oak, Virgil Rowis now in the home of children, Mr.
seats and E. B. Freeze are visiting
land of Roseville, Mich. L. A. Rowand Mrs. J. W. Bynum.
relatives in Montgomery, Ala.
land of Lynn Grove, Mr. and Mrs.
News reached this area of the
Miss Clarke Bondurant spent the
Ken Rowland and Larry of Detroit,
death of Miss Donna Smoot in Ak- 411
of July with Mr. awl Mrs. DenMr. and Mrs. Ernest Rowland of
ron, Ohio. Although Miss Smoot had
ver Bradshaw and family, near
Roseviile, Mich., Mr. and Mrs.
been in declining health the past Ridgely,
Tenn.
Norman Puckett, Mr. and Ma.
few years, her death was Mtributed
Mrs. Roy Wade spent the weekDennis Oliver, Todd and Derma of
to pneumonia. She is survived by end in Paducah
with their son,
Lone Oak, Mrs. Cassie Taylor of
three sisters and one brother, many James Alvin
Workman, and wife.
Pilot Oak, Mr. and Mrs. Martin
nieces, nephews and C0t1171181B in dee
Mrs. Ethel Oliver of Memphis
Givens of near Water Valley, Meesection. Funeral and burial will and Dalton Oliver of Akron,
Ohio,
ellen Rowland and Michael Mctake place in Akron Wednesday. spent the week-end
with Mr. and
Clain enjoyed an outing Sunday afThe entire community extends deep
Mrs. Chester Wade and Andy. Mrs.
ter preaching service in 11* park at.
sympathy to all the 'bereaved ones. Wade returned with
them to MemFulton.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
phis
and visited with them for a
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
Lassiter a fine, stalwart lad in the few days.
Mrs. Vedic Floyd were Mr. and
Volunteer General Hospital at MarA group of ladies gathered on
Mrs. Garrett Williams and Mrs.
tin on July 1. Mother and babe are
the lawn of Mrs. Mayme Scearce's
Rachel Huff and daughter of Union
doing nicely. He answers to the home
Thursday afternoon for a potCity and Mr. and Mrs. Boaz House.
name of Barry Keith.
luck dinner and fellowedhip. Those
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Yates and
Mrs. May Newton, widow of the present
were Mesdames Effie
Mr. and Mrs. Burma 'awry were
late Luther Newton, passed away Roper, Rob
Johmion, Bettie CopeWednesday guests of Rev. Mr. W.
in Volunteer Hospital at Martin, af- land, Clara
Carr, Friallitie McClelD. Lowry of Wingo.
ter an extended illness, due to the lan, Roy
Wade, J. C. Menem, Sr.,
Euwin Rowland is not doing much
infirmities of age. She has beea Mae
Wall, Roy Cruce, Mimes Eva
good, but his friends are still hopwith children, Rey. and Mrs. Henry Johnson
and Clarke noirldunint,
ing he will improve yet.
Davis of Henderson, Term., for sev- Mr. and
Mrs. Louis Scearce and
Mrs. Maggie Pankey visited her
eral months. The deceased is sur- Harold
Hampton.
sister, Mrs. Laura Ursery, of Marvived by two daughters, Mrs. Vertin Sunday.
um Stephenson of Puryear, Tenn.,
DEAN'S LIST
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Lowry and
and Mrs. Davis, and two sons, G.
Miss Betty Beadles, daughter of
children, of Memphis, visited his
D. and Newell Newton.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Beadles of
parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowry,
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Bynum cele- Fulton, made the dean's list for the
Sunday night.
brated their 52nd wedding anniver- semester at Murray State UniverMr. and Mrs. Boyd Casey and
sary Sunday afternoon at their sity, Making a 3.37 standing.
She
Mrs. Alma Boulton were supper
home in Mayfield, when all their will be a junior at Murray Slate
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Wilnieces and nephews gathered for a noxt fall.
liams, of Mayfield, one night last
"bringe-dish" picnic lunch, which
week.
was served at 4 p. m. Those attendThe revival is in progress at the
ing from this vicinity were: Mr.
Peat Oak Baptist Ohirch. Bro.
and Mrs. Sam Mattis and daughCharles Vincent, formerly of this
tens, Sammie Jane, Liz and Becky,
community, is the evangelist
Miss Margaret Bynum, Mr. and
Bobby Gossum left for his home
Mrs. J. W. Bynum end son Hal,
in Tampa, Fla. Monday meaning.
and Rev. T. T. Harris. All enjoyHe has been here about three
ed the afternoon in the Bynum
weeks, visiting relatives, and rehome and wished the honorees
ANDREWS
ports having a wonderful time.
many more years of good health
Mm. Doy Gray, of St. Augustine,
Jewelry
and happiness.
Fla., Mr. and Mrs. Lee Franklin of
S.
I have just returned home from
Old Baltimore, and Mrs. Rosie
a week-rest visit in Dresden with
Crawford of near Mayfield visited
Addle Frields and the Eric
in the B. H. Lowry home one day Mrs.
Cunningham family. I had a very
last week.
nice visit with them.

Paris For All Electric
Shavers Al:
Company

Complete Roof
Planned Protection
See us for - -.

Your Insurance Needs

Rice Apncy
I'm interested in recipes for cooking with beer. Send me my
free pamphlet.
Name
Street
City
State

Zip

UNITED STATES BREWERS ASSOCIATION, INC.
P. 0. Box 22187, Louisville, Kentucky 40222

Dear Correspondent:
Thank you so much for your loyal
and faithful service. We appreciate it,
and your neighbors appreciate it.
To make your column even more
interesting, why not send us photographs of special news events. We will
be happy to run them along side of your
report. The photos must be in black and
white, and must be properly identified.
And tell something of the occasion during which the photo was taken.
Meanwhile, keep those columns
and news stories coming. Names make
the News, you know.
Paul and Jo

Fulton

472-1341

OH, JOHNNY, OHI
Johnny stumbled along the street
crying bitterly.
"What ails you, young fellow?"
A kindly old gentleman inquired.
"I've lo-st the d-dime the teacher
gave for b-being the beet boy in
class." Johnny sobbed.
"Oh, wen, don't cry," counseled
the kindly gentlemen "Here is another that will take its place. But
tell me how you lost it?"
"Cause," replied Johnny, "I was
not the best boy in the class"
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County's Rural Roads
Gel $138,189 In Aid
1368-ate nual road proaraana mike of Rural Secondary System
for Fulton County were announced roade In Fulton County.
recently by Governor 'Louie B.
Under the County Road Aid ProNew and Commissioner el Highgram, Fulton County heis bean apway* William B. Hareirigg.
portioned 880,831.57 for Om 116848
Under the Rural Secondary Pro- year. This money comes out of $12
gram which is financed with two million appropriated by the Gencents of the seven-cent-a-galion eral Assembly from die State Road
molter fuels tax, Fulton Count has Fund to help counties mairgain
been apportioned ;L38,189.09 for the their own roads.
196849 head year.
According to the nereeintini for
The Fulton County pnagrien ap- this year between the Department
proved for this year by Commis- of Highways and the Fiscal Court,
sioner Hazelrigg includes: grade,
drain and surfacing of 1.0 mile of the Department will furnish superthe Clinton-Moscow Road; bitumi- vision, labor, equipment and part
nous surfacing of 1.8 miles of the of the materials for the maintenSaunders Road and 2.0 miles of KY ance of 181.5 miles of Fulton Coun1128; and maintenance of the 64.9 ty roads.

JULY

CLEARANCE SALE!
GOOD REDUCTION ON ALL SPRING AND
SUMMER DRESSES-ALSO SUITS
SUMMER PURSES REDUCED
SPORTSWEAR REDUCED INCLUDING
SLACKS, SHORTS, JACKETS, SKIRTS,
SHELLS, ETC.
TABLE OF GOWNS REDUCED
ONE LOT JEWELRY /
1
2 PRICE
HATS $3.00 TO $10.00
-CASH-

CLARICE SHOP
300 MAIN STREET

PHONE 472-3881
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Every *bet you buy now for an entertainment event
will Naha. maside gate admigslon-a wring of
$1 NO ter wham, 25c Per gaildres under 12.

Michael Lambe
Bonenza's

Page'

The Ed Ames Show with Julius W•chter
And the Baja Narimb. Band
Sunday, Aug. 18.
7:30 p.m , Freedom Hall
Tickets:
14.50 How Many._
$3.50 How Many
•

Tommy Stlener's Championship Rodeo
Starring Bonanza's "Little Joe" Mike Landon
with the world's (briniest cowboys and buckingest bronot.
Aug. 16, 8:00 p.m.
Aug. 17, 3:30 p.m., 8:00 p.m.
Aug. It, 12:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m.
Adults: 12.50 0

92.00 0
Children under 12 half price.

How Many___
How Many

World's Championship Horse Show
Neuss finest U.S. Show Horses vying for $10000 top prize.
Nightly 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday, August 21 0
Friday, August 23
0
Thursday, August 22
Saturday, August 24 0
0
All mats

$2.50

How Many

All seats Saturday $3.50 and $4.00 How Sony
Send tickets to:
I Hams
Address
CR/

not.
(Note: In ordering with this coup). do wit deduct yew orrange.
A special outside gabs ticket will be included with War erdelL)
Send Check, Cash or Moody Order today to:
Keetwity State Sok Tickets, P. 0. Bag 11171A Ladiallik Eiwillesky NUL

KENTUCKY STATE FAIR AUGUST 15.24

Call Wick Smith for More Information
PHONE 472-1292

1. Three Bedroom Brick, Den, 2 Baths, Air, DEEPW000.
2. John Hinton Home Highlands, 2 Bedrooms, Sun Porch, Basement. A little Jewel.
3. West State Line, 3 Bedroom, CHand Air, Full Basement, Brick, Ky. Side.
4. Raymond Clarks fine new home, has everything, Teen. Side.
5. 3 Bedroom, Frame & Brick, small lot, good location, ;11,000.00.
6. 4 Bedroom Frame, C. C. Courts, Basement, $2000.00 Down.
7. Small hoes*, $750.00 Down payments of $47.00 per Mo., Arch St., Ky. Side.
8. 62 acre farm, will trade, possession immediately, North Fulton, Highway 4$.
9. Good Building Lots in Highlands. One cheap with sewer and water in.
10. Commercial Lot Across from HilivIew Hospital. Ideal for anything.
11. Nice inexpensive Duplex, West St. Line, Sign in Yard.
12. West Fulton, close to town. Frame with 3 apartments, first class condition.
13. Duplex, Ky. Carpet, Air, Built in Oven, SALE OR RENT, WILL TRADE.

BUY NOW, PRICES HAVE TO CO HIGHER
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Craig Simrell
UT, Martin
Enrolled For
Announces Its
Summer Session Honor Students
Craig Allen Sirrirell, son of John
The 1968 spring quarter honor
B. Simrell of Fulton, Ky., is among roll 4 The University of Termeesee
the 8,808 students enrolled at Mem- at Martin has Imen announced by
phis State University for the first Henry C. Minn, dean of admissummer semester.
'ion* and reeordie.
This record summer ennaliment To be listed on the boner roll, a
is an increase of mane than 1,200 student MU* be enrolled as a fullover last year. Memphis Hriee's time student mod must earn a point
fall enrollment, which was 15,274 average ranging from 3.0 to 4.0.
during the fall of 1967, was only Students whose grades Me from
3.75 to 4.0, inkWave, lima be pass7,536 in 1962.
Memphis State will put e Uni- ed for that quarter mamma cum
versity College concept into practice iamb.
an September. This concert is a Students an the spring quarter
Major revision at operating gat- hoar rd to this area are:
°adores designed to give more per- South Fulton - Raul D. Blaylock
sonal attention to freehmen and (gamma cum leude), Susan Bureophomore maxima All students row, Patricia Ann Connell, Richard
in their fiat two ixthegiate years B. Gossum, Jr., Jam Graves, Mary
will be caroled in the program to Fickle Hancock, Linda Jo Holland,
help them in their Waneilion to col- Martha Lacewell (swum cum
lege Mie as it prepares them for Linde), Christina McKinney (summa cum Uncle), Lou Elba Ray,
later specialized thaw
A University Contending Center, Danny Wade Thorpe, Burnie Lee
Weak', James B. Wilkerson;
under the direction of Dr. Everett Fulton Curtis IL Hancock, Jr.;
L.fligiber, will be separate from the
Menees.
Univers* CkMege, hit will week Hickman • Cliet71 Lyng
doe* with IL The Cater ha alreedy begun operation end ledditkeni personnel wit be in this program in Me fall.

LETTERS TO EDITOR—

Fulton School
Calendar Today
Made Available

(C•einnued from p••• Two)
imderstend from the 'IV presentation.
Charles Thorne, superintendent
The Mississippi River Area CAA of Fulton City School system, has
includes Ballard,Cathie, Hickman announced the celenclar of events
and Felon Coultas, with popoa. for the 19604959 whoa year.
Don of 93,000 rand people, 48.7 per- On August 28, e general faculty
mit of them bblow the Owed, meeting will be held in the Carr
line, and 73 perceet over 25 years cafeteria et 9:00 A. M. on August
of age without a high school edu- 27, an In Service Days meeting for
cation. Mina aduetrial plants ban the faculty will be head lat 9:00 A.
come into the area in recent years, M. at the Carr cafeteria.
offering employment pcibential for On August 28, regatration end
qualified workers, and this bet bock day vitt take piece for all
entered interest in the ODD pro- grades of Fulton nth Samoa, Tergram.
ry Norman and Carr Elementary
In addition to We Missiseippi schools. The first full day of clamRiver Area CAA,other diadsoirs of es MR be at August 29 kr all
the TV educational imognsan am schools.
Lower Cumberland Area Develop- Sententier 2 is Laixr Day. All
ment Council (Lyon, Livingston, schools MR be dismissed. SeptemCrittentha and Caking Counties) ber 54 am also holidays for the
and Purchase Area lthortalc Op- edxds, because of the Banana
portunity Council (Mediratkee, Cal- FvaL
loway, Martha did Graves Con- On October 11, Murray wila host
dos) in Kentucky; Bolithtgar, Cape the JIMA meeting for all fecolty.
said Perry Counties Human Re- &boobs MR cies* gin November
source
Corporatida Ithentei; mu) kr the Thelningliving HoliShawnee Development Oioncii, Illi- day. On December 211, ail schools
nois (Union, Alexander, Pulaski, will Mose for the Christmas HoliMain sal Schram Counties); and days, with dames resuming on
Northeast Tenteelsee Economic January 2.
Development Council (Dyer, Lake, From April 1041„ the sanital
Elsory, Obim and Wealthy Coun- ILEA meeting will be head at Loutsties).
vale, with the aim* being closed
for than teat day..
}knows day in all schools MR be
held on May 27. Itie is the lest day
of school.

Head Start
Program In
Full Swing

to help you add
•
WIRY
.
COLOR ..
RIDIVIDUAUTY
Itjar heals.;

EXCHANGE
Fannin Co.
207 Commercial Fulton

The Mississippi River Economic
Opporturrity Council, Inc. has developed a Head Siert Program in
the four county area of Hickman,
Fulton, Ballard, and Cartels spondee. The Head Start Program hie
involved 270 parents and their
chikiren. be parents are being involved by participating in a Head
Start Perea Teacher Aissociation.
Various training 111.001112•11 MIA&
consist of clothing, budgeting, attrition and typing are being held
during the weeks to come. These
came are being held at the eulfleadon of the Heed Steal Parente.
Petiole intended in any of the
dames dadd enact the Head
Stant Director Roy S. Logan. The
percale ado have e chance to select the food for their children to
eat.
Via program has been set up
by tab home economists, Mrs.
Shirley Utley of Birdwell, Kentucky and Miss Judith Newsome of
Mayfield, Kentucky and Mrs. Marion F'. Spencer, The Social Service Coordinator of Mayfield, Kentucky.
GETTING OLD
The Spottswood Home at Glasgow was built in 1800 from plains
drawn by Thomas Jefferson.

Answer to crisis: Run away from home!
Run away from love to a world where hate
often prevails. Run away from understanding to
a city that seldom understands. Run from tomorrow's hopes into a desolate and hopeless today.
Sure, Son, there's something wrong at home
•—something more spiritual than physical would
be our guess!
To live as a family we need foundation—something firm and sure—to be confident of when nothing is going our way. To live as a family we need
teaming in our relationships; meaning that cannot be eclipsed by the emotions of the moment
Sunday
I Samuel
28:3-25

t cc12? t

In Operettas Ili Year.

• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
Pullen
Phone 472405

Wednesday
Galatians
6:1-10

Thursday
Epheslons

t czto t 4112? t

cs122 t

J. B. MANESS & SONS
— OLDSMOBILIS —
Orel•11410.s.

Greenfield
Phone 7254293

Saturday
Philemon
8-20

Friday
Titus
2744

t

t 4112? t
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THE FULTON NEWS

BRUNDIGE SAUSAGE CO.

WILLIAM WARD STOCKYARD

Printers — Publishers

U. S. 51 By-Pees

Church Shoat

Commercial Ave.

4724MS

INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of Sall Prosiest,
Phone 4,23951

Fulton

CITY DRUG COMPANY
Your Prescription Drug Store
Phone 472-1303

Fulton, KY.

4724294

Fulton

HORNBEAIC FUNERAL HOME
nu Can end

THE

=rams BANK

Maks our bank yen bade
Hickman, Ky.

FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM

At the store or it your door

Fulton, Kentucky

Plum 472-3311

Union City, Tenn.

Hickman, Ky.

4724362

413 Lake Street

Hickman - Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"
Hickman, Ky.

JACKSON FUNERAL HOME

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.Inc.

Dukedom, Time.

Compliments of
Fulton Wholesale Floelete
Cut flow*

Groan fleck* supplith
Dial 419-1W1

EVANS DRUG COMPANY
Lebo Street

Dial 4724421

Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop
Antiques

Bundles. rood
Souvenirs
Private Amino for 250

King Motor Company, Inc.
Authorhed Pontiac and Rambler Dealer

Kentucky At..,
—

Fulton and Sow* Ashen

"The Retell them"

South Pullen, MM.

Dhoo°1 4694414

Henry L Siegel Company, Inc.

Phan 236-2453

PURE MILK COMPANY
Furten, Ky.

479-21152

South Fulton

Phone 4724412

Fulton

Member of Kentucky Burial Assoc.

woolimmgmommommomm.
Pow."

Tuesday
Psalms
25:11-22

Capri* MU X.W.er Aektertiskte Iambs,km.Swabs's Ti.

This Feature Is Published With The Hope Thai More People Will Go To Chard.
It Is Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.

E.W.James & Sons Supermarkets

Greenfield Monument Works

Monday
Psalms
25:1-10

When church bells ring on Sunday morning,
they are calling families to wonsbipl Faith is the
foundation of love, and understanding and hope.
The teachings of Christ give deeper meaning to
all relationships.
Can't guarantee you won't get a lickin' for
running away. Can't guarantee you won't feel
like running away again sometime.
But can guarantee this: When there's the religious foundation and meaning we're talking
about, any crisis can be seen in clearer perspective
... and solved more sensibly.

Fulton

Phone 472-1471
lel W. State Line

Mow 419-2V1

urt,

